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0 of 0 review helpful The Shadow Within an author s heart By For ccedil a Porto I ignored the reviews for the Light of 
Eidon the first book in this series in order to judge it for myself I gave the book a positive review choosing to believe 
that the bad guys were cultists come to power rather than disguised Roman Catholic Eastern Orthodox or other 
mainstream Christians This second book proved me grave Legends of the Guardian King book 2 from the award 
winning author of Arena Karen Hancock brings to imaginative life the supernatural battle between good and evil the 
preconceptions that keep us from embracing truth and the distortions that trick and trap us Four years have passed 
since the conclusion of The Light of Eidon Abramm has been living peacefully abroad but when he hears of trouble in 
his homeland he returns to claim the crown he thought he d nev From Booklist Hancock s The Shadow Within is the 
second entry in her Legends of the Guardian King series following The Light of Eidon The series is a heavily plotted 
medieval epic distinguished as 
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